Neptune - The Greatest Malefic

“The Neptune journey is so deeply inward, we can neither see nor touch it. This is supremely awkward given our preferred heroic style. We want to face it, fight it, do something - but there's nothing to do in a Neptune transit, except have it.” Dana Gerhard

- Associated with spirituality, transcendence and creativity - That may not be enough?
- Chaos, random mutation and natural selection also characterise Neptunian events

Neptune Periods - elusive, hidden and enduringly painful

A sense of imminent doom may drive a reaction. The threat can be real or imagined

- Loss of hope and boundless fear
- Drowning
- Lack of direction / a fog
- Deception and betrayal
- Clutching at straws
- Idealisation - disappointment

Perhaps Neptune governs those invisible forces which trigger and shape new life? Its’ purpose may be to birth new and unseen expressions of life. The influence is so strong because it creates within us a mutation, which in time can lead to greater growth. To navigate Neptune periods you are encouraged to adapt, change and flow.

For more information or a personal consultation
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